
Artist:Â Jochen LempertVenue:Â Feuilleton, Los AngelesExhibition Title:Â Sea LevelDate: September 9 â€“ October 7, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Feuilleton, Los AngelesPress Release:Feuilleton is pleased to present a solo exhibition of the German, Hamburg-based artist Jochen Lempert.Jochen Lempertâ€™s black-and-white
analog photographs examine the relationship between the human animal and the natural world. Vexing the Cartesian distinction between nature and culture, Lempertâ€™s work richly explores the myriad interrelated links
between the two. Whether through comparative mimesis, cohabitation or western aesthetics largely codified by the renaissance and modernism, his photos consider how nature and culture are in constant dialogue,
co-evolving and overlapping, not to mention coexisting. Although political, Lempertâ€™s work is far from utopian. It does not necessarily dream of an Edenic return to nature; if anything it is marked by a sober melancholy,
arising from our obvious inability to move beyond the anthropocentric gaze.For Lempertâ€™s exhibition at Feuilleton, his first in Los Angeles, the artist has gathered together a selection of works which address the sea
shore and the vicissitudes, forms, interrelation with human beings and the lunar cycles of the moon of which it may be composed. All the stakes of his practice are in play here. From how the fall of a batherâ€™s wet hair
parallels a draping cluster of kelp, to how a birdâ€™s eye view of surf flowing up a beach is formally evocative of a mid-century abstraction, this focused selection addresses the sprawling complexity of Lempertâ€™s core
interests through a relatively limited theme. Additionally, the workâ€™s material character, as printed photographs which the artist always presents unframed directly on the wall, and its ostensible relation to drawing are
intentionally foregrounded in a context dedicated to showing work on paper.Jochen Lempert (b. Moers, Germany, 1958) lives and works in Hamburg. A selection of recent solo exhibitions includes (2020) Phenotype, CAC
Vilnius, Lithuania; Jardin d â€™ Hiver, Le CrÃ©dac, Centre dâ€™Art Contemporain dâ€™Ivry, Ivry.sur-Seine, France (2019) Jochen Lempert, BQ Gallery, Berlin, Germany; Jochen Lempert Fotos an BÃ¼chern, Camera
Austria, Graz, Austria; Jochen Lempert, Capri, DÃ¼sseldorf, Germany (2018) Predicted Autumn, MusÃ©e dÃ©partemental d&#8217;art contemporain de Rochechouart, France; Sudden Spring, Bildmuseet, Umea
University, Umea, Sweden; Jochen Lempert, CA2M, Centro de Arte dos de Mayo, Madrid, Spain; Some Plant Volatiles, Kunsthaus Wien, Vienna; Austria Botanical Box, French Pavillon, Zagreb, Croatia; Phasmes, Institut
de Carton, Brussels, Belgium; Two Poems, Some Pairs, Mutina for Art, Fiorano, Modena, Italy. A selection of recent group exhibitions includes: (2020) Pictures from Another Wall, De Pont Museum, Tilburg, The
Netherlands (2019) Mercury, Tallinn Art Hall, Tallinn, Estonia; Worlds in Motion. Collection presentation, Mudam Luxembourg â€“ MusÃ©e dâ€™Art Moderne Grand-Duc Jean, Luxembourg; Ganar Perdiendo,
CentroCentro, Madrid, Spain; What they call my shadow here on earth is my true substance, CACBM, Paris, France; Antipasti, Sauvage, Bonn, Germany; Phenomenon III, Phenomenon, Anafi, Greece; One Minute, One
Hour, One Month&#8230; One Million Years, The Island Club, Cyprus; Super Erotic Group Show, 8. Salon, Hamburg, Germany; Von Pflanzen und Menschen, Deutsche Hygiene-Museum Dresden, Dresden, Germany;
City Prince/sses Dhaka, Lagos, Manila, Mexico City and Tehran, Palais de Tokyo, Paris, France.He is represented by ProjecteSD, Barcelona and BQ Gallery, BerlinLink: Jochen Lempert at FeuilletonThe post Jochen
Lempert at Feuilleton first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Lynne CohenVenue:Â Jacky Strenz, FrankfurtDate: September 4 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press
release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Jacky Strenz, FrankfurtPress Release:My work has always been about psychological, sociological, intellectual and political artifice. This is apparent in
the early pictures, but in recent years it is clearer still. I am now more preoccupied by deception, claustrophobia, manipulation and controlâ€¦ I take my work to be social and political but there is no concrete message.
Perhaps that is why I feel much closer in spirit to Jacques Tati than to Michel Foucault.&#8211; Lynne Cohen, 2001-To mark the start of the 2020 season, we are showing a solo exhibition by US-Canadian artist Lynne
Cohen (1944- 2014) with black and white photographs taken between 1988 and 1993 -original silver gelatin prints framed according to the design and instructions of the artist.The exhibition is held in close cooperation
with Lynne Cohen&#8217;s widower Andrew Lugg, who administers the artistâ€™s estate. It is the first exhibition of Lynne Cohenâ€™s work at the gallery and the first solo exhibition in Germany since her death.Lynne
Cohen is one of the most important representatives of conceptual documentary photography, which draws on the tradition of Walker Evans.Starting in the early 1970s, she photographed men&#8217;s clubs, classrooms,
bathrooms, police schools, military installations, laboratories, and other semi-public and private interiors. Cohen&#8217;s images depict a technical and managed world that requires highly specialized activities, while
simultaneously conveying a sense of alienation and isolation. Although most of these activities take place our midst and have a clear function, they are often unknown to us and occur in secret.However, the photographs
are not solely sociological or psychological. They are equally characterized by a pointed sense of humor. Lynne Cohen did not stage any of the subjects or intervene in the scenarios. What she depicted was what she
found. Her approach, as thoroughgoing / systematic as it was precise, enabled her to create unique photographs in a form both dense and seemingly inevitable. Her work has proved to be a style-forming influence for a
whole generation of photographers.The Spanish Mapfre Foundation dedicated a major retrospective and travelling exhibition to her in 2015. In Germany the work still remains mostly to be discovered.Link: Lynne Cohen at
Jacky StrenzThe post Lynne Cohen at Jacky Strenz first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Tomoo GokitaVenue:Â Taka Ishii, TokyoExhibition Title:Â MOODate: August 28 â€“ September 26, 2020Click here to
view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Taka Ishii, Tokyo. Photos by Kenji Takahashi.Press Release:Taka Ishii Gallery is pleased to present MOO,
an exhibition of works by Tomoo Gokita from Aug 28 to Sep 26. This exhibition marks Gokitaâ€™s fifth solo presentation with Taka Ishii Gallery since his previous showing three years ago, and features, for the first time in
Japan, new color paintings exclusively.Since the 2000 publication of his first book Lingerie Wrestling, Tomoo Gokita has won many fans with his acclaimed drawings and black and white gouache paintings. Gokita has
also exhibited his works abroad to strong accolade. His style and technique continue to evolve as he perennially pushes his practice in new directions. Although he is best known for his black and white works, he has in
fact employed a rich array of visual vocabulary to produce a variety of pieces including series of blue paintings, stenciled works, collages, and sculptures. From the start of 2020, Gokita has been making color paintings;
his solo exhibition held in Italy in March consisted exclusively of color works.The exhibition MOO will feature Gokitaâ€™s latest works made in color on canvas with acrylics and pastels.In the past, Gokitaâ€™s works
were inspired by old foreign magazines, photographs, and other printed matter. The latest works featured in this exhibition have no reference. Their imagery is based instead on crossings between the artistâ€™s
experience and memory and forms created by chance. In these new pieces, Gokita uses a soft tone and unique palette to address a variety of subjects. The paintings combine seemingly effortless expression and rich
textures to suggest an evolutionary step in the artistâ€™s oeuvre. The fruitful transformations that Gokita gracefully achieves by altering material and process also highlight the unwavering essence of his practice. We
sincerely hope that you will take this opportunity to view Gokitaâ€™s very impressive latest series of works.A catalogue will be published in conjunction with the exhibition.Born in 1969 in Tokyo. In the late 1990s, Gokita
received acclaim for drawings made with charcoal and ink on paper. His first book Lingerie Wrestling was published in 2000. Starting with a show in New York in 2006, Gokita has exhibited his works in solo exhibitions
internationally. In 2012, his work was included in The Unseen Relationship: Form and Abstractionâ€• held at Kawamura Memorial DIC Museum of Art. In 2014, his solo exhibition THE GREAT CIRCUS was held at the
same. In April 2018, his solo exhibition PEEKABOO was held at Tokyo Opera City Art Gallery. His books and exhibition catalogues include Shuffle TetsudÅ• ShÅ•ka [shuffle railroad songs] (Tokyo: Tennen Bunko, 2010);
777 (Tokyo: 888 Books, 2015); Holy Cow (Tokyo: Taka Ishii Gallery, 2017); and PEEKABOO (Tokyo: Tokyo Opera City Cultural Foundation, 2018). He is currently based in Tokyo.Link: Tomoo Gokita at Taka IshiiThe post
Tomoo Gokita at Taka Ishii first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists: Alex Bag, Jason YatesVenue:Â von ammon co, Washington DCExhibition Title:Â I&#8217;m Sorry You All Ended up HereDate: August 26 â€“
September 26, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Videos:Alex Bag and Jason Yates,Â Untitled (I&#8217;m Sorry You All Ended up Here) 8/20,
2020 digital video 17:00 loop (excerpt)Alex Bag and Jason Yates, Untitled (I&#8217;m Sorry You All Ended up Here) 8/20, 2020 digital video 17:00 loop (excerpt)Alex Bag, Untitled, 2020, digital video 41:38 loop
(excerpt)Images courtesy of von ammon co, Washington DCPress Release:I always feel surprised when I learn that someone is frightened of dolls. It could just be that I myself am so fond of them, but it seems sort of silly
to imagine that a Madame Alexander ice skater could ever strike the chords of terror with any accuracy. The technical term for this particular anxiety is pediophobia, which stems etymologically from the Greek paidion and
translates literally to the phrase â€œdread of little children.â€• It is maybe helpful to think of dolls as little little children, extra small imitations of life that simulate the general contours of the human body, but cannot help
but reveal the radical totality of their emptiness (ie: deadness). It is this mortal void, I suppose, that imbues the little little child with the power to spook, and perhaps the pediophobeâ€™s fear stems not from scaled down
limbs or the unheimlich blush of a porcelain cheek, but rather from a suspicion that the static figure is afforded a lifetime of opportunities to consolidate its resentment.People are afraid of clown dolls, they are afraid of
whispering Raggedy Anns and Andys, they recoil from the pouting silicone toddlers who stare dully into the middle distance with murder on their minds. Though a wild-eyed Annabelle or the clickety-clacking jaw of an
unmanned dummy might strike fear in the heart of the pediophobe, they pale in comparison to what I will suggest with great confidence is the scariest doll story in the history of America. This story comes to us not from a
horror movie or the antique notebooks of a dubious paranormal investigator, but rather courtesy of a middle-aged x-ray technician who had a taste for arts and crafts and a profound misunderstanding of the word
â€œdeceased.â€•It was in a Key West medical clinic in the spring of 1930 that radiologist Carl Tanzler first encountered Maria â€œElenaâ€• Milagro de Hoyos, a beautiful but gravely ill young Cuban woman who had lost
most of her immediate family to a particularly virulent strain of tuberculosis. Convinced that she was the physical manifestation of a vision heâ€™d once had of his soul-mate, Tanzler immediately dedicated himself to
curing her with an aggressive course of x-ray treatments. Elenaâ€™s death in 1931 came as a terrible shock to Tanzler, who suddenly found himself exiled from this unrequited fantasy, cast out of his imaginary Eden by
the swinging scythe of the reaper.Though Elenaâ€™s family likely found the intensity of Tanzlerâ€™s grief inappropriate, they agreed to allow him to pay for her funeral and accepted when he offered to build a
mausoleum so that there might be a permanent site at which to remember her short life. While the
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